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Abstract: A new non-photorealistic rendering algorithm is proposed for creating artistic painting with soft stream flow from
natural color images. The algorithm consists mainly of two stages, that is, a revised bilateral filter called trilateral filter is firstly
applied to original color image for creating drawings using gradient information and then a DoG-like band-pass filter is adapted
for generating soft stream flow along the eigenvectors and therefore the image is smoothed along curved stream lines. The
proposed trilateral filter is an extension of bilateral filter by incorporating gradient space. On the other hand, DoG-like band-pass
filter is designed by applying eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a structure tensor matrix calculated at each pixel. Our approach
effectively preserves image main structures while smoothing image regions in an anisotropic way. Even in regions with lower
contrast, stream flow-like potential structures are also well produced due to a gradient relaxation. The experiments demonstrate
that the proposed algorithm works well and produces good and pleasant visual results.
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1. Introduction
Non-Photorealistic Rendering(NPR) is still attracting many
researchers to devote themselves to this interesting field [1,2],
although it has been studied over many decades when it had
come to represent research areas of computer graphics and
image processing. Developing new techniques to create
artistic drawing or painting from real images in different way
is still endless. The aesthetics of artistic painting attributes to
its perceptual ambiguity than photographs. Artistic paintings
have a characteristic charm beyond photographic in some
sense for appreciation.
It is known that there are several hot topics in the field of
NPR. In the computer graphics community, many researchers
have spent much effort for approximating artistic stippling
often used in book illustration to simulate shading or varying
degrees of solidity by using small dots [3,4,5]. Some of
algorithms draw dots with same or different sizes and different
densities according to the shading in the given input image.

Other algorithms arrange dots guided by the image features
such as edges or corners. Computer-generated line drawing is
another artistic representation style, aiming at simple yet
effective visual communications. Many methods of this kind
of rendering are reported recently, such as interactive
pen-and-ink illustration [6], suggestive contours [7], apparent
ridges [8], coherent line drawing [9] and abstract line drawing
[10]. Other technique is for paying more attention to
stroke-based rendering (SBR) [11] to simulate hand-painting
images. Some of excellent researches are, for example,
painterly rendering [12] and image parsing [13]. Recently
automatic hand-painting generation has been deeply studied
using image filters by setting several necessary parameters.
Many filtering methods are reported, such as artistic edge and
corner enhancing [14], flow-based abstraction [15], and shock
filter depended enhancing approach [16].
In this research work, we also developed an approach for
creating artistic painting with soft stream flow by applying
image filtering method. Our filter consists of two components
which are applied to the input color image in two stages
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sequentially. In the first stage a trilateral filter is applied to
original image. A trilateral filter is an extension of the
traditional bilateral filter. The trilateral filter measures weights
not only in image geometrical domain space and color range
space but also in gradient space. The weight in the gradient
space for each pixel ensures that a drawing can also be
proceeded in the direction vertical to the edge orientation to
simulate a wide brush. In the second stage a band-pass
anisotropic filter is applied to the result image created by the
first stage. Even lower contrast regions can be smoothed by
the band-pass anisotropic filter. This filter not only preserves
edges but also enhances edges. The band-pass anisotropic
filter is similar to the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) [17], but it
is an anisotropic one applied in an elliptical region for each
pixel in image domain space. The band-pass filter was
designed depending on the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a
structure tensor matrix calculated at each pixel. The useful
information about image feature such as obvious edges and
corners were used during filtering. Due to the trilateral filter is
firstly applied to the image, the band-pass filter creates more
abundant stream flow like painting effects. Moreover, the
stream flow is in a soft way unlike shock filter, which produce
hard, shock stream flow.

2. Related Work
It is known that artistic painting automatically from real
images by filtering means had been researched for long time.
The most famous filter is probably the bilateral filter [18]
which is closely related to our technique, although its original
goal is to smooth image while preserving edge and corner
features. The popular bilateral filter over image geometrical
domain space and color range space has been adapted for
many applications such as photograph enhancement and
detailed texture removal. Recently an explicit image filter
called guided filter was proposed [19]. The guided acts as an
edge-preserving operator like bilateral filter, but it behaves
better near edges and fast. Kuwahara filter [20] in a squared
neighborhood was modified to decrease the limitations of the
unstable subregion selection by using sectors of disc and
achieved good artistic edge and corner enhancing [14].
Moreover, by defining weighting function over sectors of disc
and over sectors of ellipse, anisotropic Kuwahara filter was
proposed for image and video abstraction [21]. Structure
adaptive filter for image abstraction is a different method
which filters image in a fast separated way over an elliptic
region along gradient direction and then along edge tangent
direction [25].
Kass reported a non-photorealistic rendering technique
making use of random variation. The coherent noise was
computed using a specialized filter [22]. Zhao proposed an
interactive control of perceptual entropy for abstract painting
from real images [23]. Painterly rendering for Sumi-e is also
reported [24, 25] which simulates artist’s actions by using
reinforcement learning to generate strokes.
It is also reported that many researches are about using
diffuse or shock filter [26] to produce simplified artistic
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illustration from color images [27,28]. However, the shock
filter seems to generate noticeable typical high contrast at the
shock edges, the stream flow is very hard and shock and looks
so stiff and inflexible. More pleasant and harmonic results
were achieved with gradient-directed shock filter [16, 29]. The
result images are with more balanced color contrast and
consistent diffuse color variation. Reference [30] also
introduced a method simplifies both shapes and colors
simultaneously. The method is based on mean curvature flow
and combining with shock filter.
Trilateral filter is not a new concept, which is an extension
of bilateral filter. It is proposed [33] to design a single-pass
nonlinear trilateral filter for high contrast images and meshes,
which aimed at edge-preserving smoothing and visual detail
removal for multiple dimensional signals. In addition to
considering weights in image geometrical domain space and
range space just like bilateral filter, this trilateral one filters
gradient space of input image to find a local plane of intensity
and then computes adaptive neighborhood for trilateral
filtering local detail signals and adds them to the original
signal. Later, a fast approximation of trilateral filter for tone
mapping was reported [34], which is about 15 to 25 times
faster than the original trilateral filter [33]. The tone mapping
for high dynamic range image is established based on fast
approximation of bilateral filter for computing weights in
gradient space and the down sampling algorithm for
computing tilting angle image.
Another trilateral filter was reported for biomedical images
[35], the filtering process was with a few iterations. This filter
is also an extension of the famous bilateral filter by
considering local structure similarities and it can smooth
image within a narrow window while preserving edges.
Although these trilateral filters in references using different
third weight functions applied to local detail signals, their
purposes are to smooth images while preserving edges. These
filters add the filtered detail signal to the original signals [33,
34] or using local structural information as the third weighting
function applied to the image iteratively [35]. Aiming at
creating stream flow painting, we design a different trilateral
filter and apply it to the input image directly and then an
anisotropic band-pass filter is employed to generate the
potential soft stream flow even in low contrast region to
enhance the artistic effect.

3. A Brief Overview
Our goal is to design an image filter which automatically
creates artistic painting with soft stream flow from natural
color image, given a few of controllable parameters. We
extends bilateral filter to construct a trilateral filter and apply it
to natural color input image by establishing weighting
functions not only over image geometrical space and color
range space but also over image gradient space. In some
image regions with almost uniform color or intensity, the
gradient magnitudes are near to zero. That means the gradient
orientation is unstable and is not suitable for guiding painting
direction. Even in this case, our algorithm can produce the
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potential stream flows using information from the surrounding
of regions with uniform colors. We use an iterative gradient
relaxation method to compute gradients with smaller
magnitude by considering their neighborhood. This relaxation
is similar to the technique used in image inpainting [31] for
removing or replacing unwanted object and repairing
damaged photographs or images. In the uniform regions with
low contrast, since feature information is not enough to

generate painting effect, we add Gaussian noise to disturb
colors. This can be considered as an addition of ink to the
canvas. As an example, the result of trilateral filtering at the
first stage is illustrated in Fig.1 (c). The original image is
shown in Fig. 1(a). By observation, one can know that most of
region in the original image is low contrast and with almost
uniform color.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 1. Filtered results at the different step: (a) an original image named the Three Primary Colors; (b) anisotropic band-pass filtered result. Note that it is too
clean and it is hard to say it a painting like image; (c) the intermediate result after the first step finished, some drawings are generated in the low contrast regions;
(d) anisotropic band-pass filtered result in the final step. It contains soft stream flows and is more like an artistic painting than (b). For comparisons, (e) is a
result created with anisotropic bilateral filter and (f) is a result with stiff stroke produced by shock filter.

The next stage in the algorithm is to apply an anisotropic
band-pass filter to the result obtained at the first stage. The
band-pass filter is defined over an elliptical region calculated
from tensor matrix at each pixel. Tensor space is computed

from the relaxed gradient space. The tensors are also relaxed
in a similar way as in the first stage. The purpose of relaxation
is to avoid the case of nearly zero tensor having zero
eigenvalues and zero eigenvectors which cannot direct
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painting to a correct orientation. The anisotropic band-pass
filter is very similar to the bilateral filter, but the weight
function in image space is analogy to Difference of Gaussian
(DoG) function. However, the two Gaussian functions are
computed with eigenvectors and modified eigenvalues. Fig.
1(d) shows a final result by applying the anisotropic band-pass
filtered to Fig. 1(c). It is observed that soft stream flows were
produced in most of low contrast region although they are
almost with uniform color where one cannot observe stream
flow in the original image. Fig. 1(b) is a filtered result using
anisotropic band-pass filter without weighting in gradient
space, that is, an anisotropic band-pass bilateral filter. By
comparing Fig. 1(d) with Fig. 1(b), one can observe the
differences between the two filters.

4. Trilateral Filter
Bilateral filter works well for smoothing image while
preserving edges. However, it cannot produce abundant
context in low contrast regions. Gradient information is very
useful for producing stream flow. The proposed trilateral filter
extends bilateral filter by considering the weighting function
in gradient space, and intends to try to paint along the
orientation vertical to edges to disturb uniform region
proportionally to the magnitude of gradient to create artistic
effect. The filter described in this paper works along the same
line as the famous bilateral filter. Since we employ three
different weighting functions, we call this filter as trilateral
filter, although it is in a different manner with [33, 34, 35] and
with different purpose.
4.1. Bilateral Filter
Bilateral filter can smooth image while preserving the edge
and corner features in a weighted average way. The weighting
functions are calculated in both image geometrical domain
space and color range space. Larger weights are given to
pixels that are closer in image space and pixels whose values
are similar in range space. Suppose the given image is denoted
as I (x ) , where x = ( x, y ) represents position of a pixel, while
I represents a scalar intensity at x for gray scale image or a
vector I ( x ) = (I r ( x ), I g (x ), I b ( x )) for color image. Suppose the
output at this pixel is I ′( x ) , bilateral filter can be written as

I ′( x ) =

∑ w (x, y )w (I (x ), I ( y ))I ( y )
.
∑ w (x, y )w (I (x ), I ( y ))
e

Ω

Ω

c

e

(1)

c

The parameters and items in expression (1) are defined as
follows. Ω represents a neighborhood region centered at x ,
and y represents location of pixel in the neighborhood
region. we ( x , y ) is a Gaussian weighting function with
standard deviation σ e in image geometrical domain space,
while wc (I (x ), I ( y )) denotes a Gaussian weighting function
with standard deviation σ c in color range space, which
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suppresses the contributions from pixels with larger difference
to the center pixel. For the filtering, both parameters are very
important, since σ e controls the smoothing and σ c control
the preservation of features such as edges and corners. It is
known that bilateral filter will degenerate into general
Gaussian filter when applied to low contrast regions with
almost uniform colors.
4.2. Trilateral Filter
Unlike the existed approaches mentioned above, our
trilateral filter is constructed by including weighting function
over a neighborhood region in a gradient space. It is expected
that the painting is also proceeded along an orientation vertical
to the edge. This will create some blocky effect, especially on
the low contrast regions with almost uniform colors. Suppose
the gradient space be computed as g (x ) = ∇I (x ) . Inspired by
[16], instead of using the popular Sobel filter, the following
rotational symmetric derivative filter kernels are used for
approximating the gradient at each pixel:
0 −p 
 p


K x = 0.5 ∗ 1 − 2 p 0 2 p − 1, K y = K xT ,
 p
0 − p 


(2)

where p = 0.1875 . The gradients are then computed by
convoluting in x and y directions individually as
I x = K x ∗ I and I y = K y ∗ I .
After computing gradients g (x ) = g (x, y ) = (I x ( x ), I y ( y )), the
bilateral filter is easily extended to the trilateral filter:
I ′( x ) =

∑ w (x, y )w (g (x ), g ( y ))w (I (x ), I ( y ))I ( y )
,
∑ w (x , y )w (g (x ), g ( y ))w (I (x ), I ( y ))
e

Ω

Ω

g

e

c

g

(3)

c

The weighting function wg ( g ( x ), g ( y )) is defined in the
gradient space and also is a Gaussian function as shown in
Equation (4) which is similar to the weighting function
we ( x , y ) in image geometrical space and weighting function
wc (I (x ), I ( y )) in range space:

 (g (x ) ⋅ g ( y ))2 
.
wg (g (x ), g ( y )) = exp −

2σ g2



(4)

Here σ g is a standard deviation in the gradient space for
computing weighting function, while ( g ( x ) ⋅ g ( y )) is an inner
product between two gradient vectors at two pixels x and y . It
is known that if the angle spanned by the two vectors is about
± 90 , the inner product is smaller, then the weight become
larger, which means that pixels with gradient perpendicular to
the gradient of the center pixel have larger contributions to the
weighting. An example is shown in Fig. 1(c), smaller blocky
regions are created near strong edges. This intermediate result
looks like a watercolor painting with lots of irregular blocks
with sharper edges. These edges will provide important
feature information to the anisotropic band-pass filter in the
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will be computed with relaxation. The computation is an
iterative way using following equation:

next stage to produce soft stream flow.
4.3. Gradient Relaxation
During the above trilateral filtering, it is observed that the
magnitudes of gradients are near to zero for some pixels in
regions with almost uniform color in the original image. The
computed gradients at these pixels are unstable, and may
direct painting brush into random orientations. To solve this
problem, we adopt a gradient relaxation method to estimate
gradients which originally have too small magnitudes. If the
magnitude of a gradient is less than a threshold φ , the gradient

(a)

(c)

(e)

g

k +1
x, y

 g xk, y

=  g xk+1, y + g xk−1, y + g xk, y +1 + g xk, y −1

4


otherwise

The threshold φ is empirically set as 0.002 for all
experiments in this paper, and k indicates an iterative step

(b)

(d)

(f)

Figure 2. Experimental results: (a) An original image; (b) Anisotropic band-pass filtered image; (c) Trilateral filter adapted with
band-pass filtered result from (c); (e) Trilateral filter adapted with

if g xk, y ≥ φ

σ g = 1.5 ; (f) Anisotropic band-pass filtered result from (e).

σ g = 0.5 ; (d) Anisotropic
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with g x0, y = g ( x, y ) as an initial gradient field. If the
magnitude of a gradient is less than φ , it will not be added to
the above computation. Note that this relaxation method is
only a simple way, although most of gradient vectors can be
interpolated, few of them is hard to be computed. We
terminate the relaxation when the computation arrives a stable
state, which means that no more gradients can be interpolated.
To enhance the artistic painting effect, after relaxing the
gradient field, Gaussian noises are added to the original image.
The addition of noises can be considered as adding amounts of
random pigments or colorants to the canvas to provide
abundant textures. This is especially important for low
contrast regions with almost uniform colors where lacks
textures such as the background in the original image shown in
Fig. 1(a). Now we have relaxed gradient field and image with
noise added.

5. Anisotropic Band-Pass Filter
For creating soft stream flow, we design an anisotropic
band-pass filter and apply it to the output from the first stage.
A band-pass filter passes frequencies within a certain range
and attenuates frequencies outside that range. We use a
module similar to the Difference of Gaussian (DoG) [17] to
enhance edges, but the filter is defined over an elliptical region.
Inspired by the research work in [32], the anisotropic property
is obtained by redefining the weighting function in the
bilateral filter or trilateral filter as follow:
 ( x − y )D( x )( x − y )T
we ( x , y ) = exp −
2σ e2



.



(5)

Where D (x ) is a semi-definite symmetric matrix and is
defined in an elliptical region centered at pixel x in image
geometrical space. The smoothing is proceeded mainly along
the long axis of ellipse. Matrix D (x ) is calculated from
eigenvectors and modified eigenvalues of tensor at pixel x . It
is noted that when all matrices at every pixel become unit
matrices, the proposed trilateral filter degenerate into the
original bilateral filter.
5.1. Structure Tensor
To compute matrix D (x ) in equation (5), a tensor space is
first calculated. A tensor at each pixel x can be found as
T ( x ) = g ( x )g T ( x ) , that is,
 I
T ( x ) = 
 IxIy
2
x

IxI y 

I y2 

The symmetrical tensor owns a larger eigenvalue

(6)
I x2 + I y2

and the smaller eigenvalue is always 0. Practically, the above
structure tensor at each pixel is smoothed by using Gaussian
function with a standard deviation ρ and the smoothed
tensor is rewritten as follow:

 I x2
Tρ (x ) = K ρ ∗ 
 IxI y

Where

Kρ
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IxI y   A B 
=
.
I y2   B C 

(7)

is a Gaussian kernel with a standard

deviation ρ . Similar to gradient relaxation, the structure
tensors with smaller magnitudes are also relaxed for stable
computation. This is because in some regions with lower
contrast, that is, with almost uniform colors, the tensor cannot
describe the local region structure accurately.
Since the above tensor matrix is a simple 2 × 2
symmetrical one, the eigenvectors u, v and eigenvalues
µ1 , µ 2 ( µ1 ≥ µ 2 ) can be calculated in an analytical way. u is
the major eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue µ1 ,
and v is the minor eigenvector corresponding to the
eigenvalue µ 2 . The eigenvalues are
µ1, 2 =

A+C ±

( A − C )2 + 4 B 2 .

(8)

2

Therefore the corresponding eigenvectors are simply
computed as u = (B, µ1 − A)T and v = (µ1 − A,− B )T .
5.2. Matrix Computation for Weighting Function
Before computing matrix D ( x ) in the weighting function,
the eigenvectors of structure tensor are normalized to unit
vectors which direct smoothing orientation. As analyzed in
[25], the eigenvalues provide very important information
about image structures. If pixels are located in regions with
low contrast, the eigenvalues are characterized by µ1 = µ 2 = 0 ,
if pixels are on straight edges, the eigenvalues have property
µ1 >> µ 2 = 0 , and if pixels are on corners, the corresponding
structure tensor provides eigenvalues µ1 ≥ µ 2 >> 0 .
It is noted that the symmetrical tensor matrix can be
represents by its eigenvalues and its eigenvectors
mathematically:
Tρ (x ) = µ1uu T + µ 2 vv T .

(9)

Since the structure tensor contains much of information
about the image structure such as edges and corners, the
matrix for weighting function is reconstructed similar to the
tensor matrix with the same form but with different
coefficients:
D( x ) = λ1uu T + λ2 vvT .

(10)

We compute λ1 and λ 2 similar to [23]. However, we do not
hope too many stream lines are generated in the low contrast
areas, so the eigenvalues of matrix D ( x ) are both restricted to
the range (0, 1) as simply defined by

λ1 =

µ1
,
µ1 + µ 2

λ2 =

µ2
µ1 + µ 2

(11)
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And λ1 = λ2 = γ (γ ∈ (0,1)) if pixels are in a low contrast
region where the tensor is almost zero.
5.3. Construction of Band-Pass Filter
Although the above described filter works in an elliptical
region in an anisotropic way, like Gaussian filter and bilateral
filter, it is substantively a low-pass filter, since it mainly
smooth image along edge orientation. We use a method
analogy to the one proposed in [32] to construct an anisotropic
band-pass filter to smooth image while preserving and
enhancing edges. The idea is to decompose the weighting
function of equation (5) into two components in a
multiplication form as we (x , y ) = we1 (x , y )we2 (x , y ) . Note that
each of weighting functions are Gaussian function, as an
example, the first function is rewritten as

(a)

 (x − y )λ1uu T ( x − y )T
we1 ( x, y ) = exp −
2σ e2



.



(12)

The second component can be represented in the same form
but using the eigenvalue λ 2 and eigenvector v . This second
weighting function is responsible for smoothing along edge
direction, that is, the minor eigenvector v . At the same time,
the first weighting function is responsible for smoothing along
eigenvector u , that is, in the orientation perpendicular to the
edge. However, since λ1 is larger in general compared with λ 2 ,
the weighting function we1 ( x , y ) decreases very quickly at the
distance from pixel x . A Gaussian of Different (DoG) is
constructed to replace this weighting function to detect and
then enhance the edges. The exponent part in equation (12) is
denoted as p(x , y ) , then we1 ( x , y ) is rewritten as

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Experimental results: (a) An original image with a large scale low contrast region; (b) Trilateral filtered result with abundant texture in the low
contrast region; (c) Anisotropic band-pass trilateral filtered result, the brush painting is generated and edges are enhanced.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Experimental results: (a) An original image with a little girl and flowers; (b) Final filtered image.

w1e (x , y ) = ζ 1 exp(− p (x , y )) − ζ 2 exp(− 0.5 p( x , y )) .

(13)

Generally ζ 1 is set to be 1.6 in our experiments empirically
and ζ 2 is computed as exp − 1.0 / (µ1 − µ 2 )2 or as 0 if µ1 = µ 2 .
The above filter is expected to have properties of enhancing
edges while smoothing low contrast regions along edge
directions.

(

)

6. Experimental Results
To verify the effect of the proposed method, we have
implemented the algorithm using the general C language. The

implementation did not use any special feature of graphics.
We just designated some needed parameters and run the
algorithm automatically.
We have experimented on several images to demonstrate
the artistic painting effects, the soft stream flows were well
produced. One of results is shown in Fig. 1, several of which
were already explained in the last several sections. For
comparisons, Fig. 1(e) shows a result using anisotropic
bilateral filter. It almost has no different with original image,
this is because the original image contains most of low
contrast region with almost uniform colors. Fig. 1(f) shows a
result by shock filter. Compared with Fig. 1(d), this result
contains hard, stiff and inflexible stream lines, while Fig. 1(f)
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contains soft stream flows pleasantly in visual sense.
More results are shown in Fig. 2, in which (a) is an original
image and (b) is a result by adapting directly an anisotropic
band-pass filter to the original image. The edges in image have
been preserved and the regions with low contrast are
smoothed. Only few of stream lines are created in the low
contrast areas. Fig. 2(c) and (e) are trilateral filtered results
with different standard deviation in image geometrical domain
space. The standard deviation in image domain space for the
results (c) and (e) are 0.5 and 1.5 respectively. A smaller
standard deviation will create smaller blocky regions such as
in Fig.2 (c), while a larger standard deviation will generate
larger blocky region such as in Fig.2 (e). Moreover, standard
deviation decides also the width of stream flows created by
anisotropic band-pass filter. This is very obvious by observing
Fig.2 (d) in which the stream flows are thinner and (f) in which
the stream flows are thicker. The trilateral filter creates
watercolor-like painting when using a suitable standard
deviation. We found that it is better to let this standard
deviation be under 2.0. If the standard deviation is too large,
the image will be smoothed in a larger scale and almost no
stream flows will be created, and the computation cost will be
more expensive. Moreover, details in image will almost
disappear. For all experimental results, the standard deviation
in color range space is set to be about 31.6 empirically, and the
standard deviation in gradient space is recommended to be in
the range [0.05, 0.3]. Another standard deviation for tensor
smoothing controls the length of created soft stream flows,
and we used ρ = 2σ e in all of experiments.
Figure 3 illustrates another example of our experiments.
This image contains most of low contrast regions
proportionally. The image is smoothed while stream flows are
generated especially in low contrast regions. The detail
textures with small scales such as in regions of ground and
surfaces of chimneys are also smoothed. Most of edges and
corners are well preserved and enhanced in a larger scale. It
should be noted that some of important areas such as small
windows become smaller in the chimneys since a relative
larger standard deviation is employed.
More experimental result is shown in Fig.4 in which (a) is
an original image with a little girl and flowers. This image
contains large scale textures with less low contrast regions.
Fig.4 (b) is the final filtered result image. The regions with
low contrast are smoothed and the feature of edges and corners
is well preserved and enhanced.
Our trilateral filter has different weighting functions
compared with those proposed within the related work for
different purposes and it is hard to compare the performance
with them. Since the evaluation of the algorithm also becomes
difficult, visual observation seems a probable way to evaluate
the quality. Our algorithm suffers time-consuming problem
similar to bilateral filter. We mainly emphasized on the
development of algorithm, the code is not optimized which
runs on a notebook with CPU 1.8GHz. Time complexities
heavily depends on image sizes and parameters. Fig.1 and 2
with size 512 x 341 cost about 15 seconds.
The evaluation of NPR images are very difficult. Objective
measurements for quality are hard to design [36], while
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subjective measurements depending on individualities who
have different culture backgrounds. However, by visually
observing our results and compared with the original images,
the stream flows are well generated and the appearances are
charming and attractive.

7. Conclusion
We proposed a new approach for creating artistic painting
with soft stream flows by image filtering method. The
algorithm is completely automatic by given several
parameters. The filter in the algorithm consists of two
components: a trilateral filter and an anisotropic band-pass
filter. The trilateral filter draws blocky regions in the direction
perpendicular to the edge, the anisotropic band-pass filter
average image regions in an ellipse for creating soft stream
flows while preserving and enhancing edges and corners. The
proposed approach can be applied to create artistic
painting-like images and produce soft stream flows with
pleasant and harmonic visual effects. For our future work, we
are now making efforts to find solutions for GPU-based
implementation to accelerate our algorithm. We also are
investigating how to use computational intelligence
techniques such as machine learning for designing filter
coefficients for artistic image painting.
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